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A B S T R A C T

Incorporating high-speed camera technology, an experimental system of high-speed digital image correlation is
established and extended to blasting research. Based on the model experiment, the effects of the filling medium
and the decoupling coefficient on stress evolution in decoupled charge blasting are studied. Different filling
media are found to have a significant effect on the transmission of blasting energy. Compared with coupled
charge blasting, decoupled charge blasting with air as the filling medium reduces the blasting stress peak in the
specimens; while within a certain decoupling coefficient range, the decoupled charge blasting with plasticine as
the filling medium increases the blasting stress peak in specimens. The blasting stress attenuation index in
specimens exhibits the trend of an initial increase and then a decrease with increasing decoupling coefficient,
where the decoupling coefficient corresponding to the maximum stress attenuation index is determined by the
filling medium. In addition, the numerical simulation results show that, in decoupled charge blasting, the filling
medium greatly reduces the pressure at the borehole wall. With increasing decoupling coefficient, the pressure at
the borehole wall attenuates with a mild degree of attenuation.

1. Introduction

Drilling and blasting, as a traditional and effective construction
method, is widely used in tunneling (Cardu and Seccatore, 2016; Ocak
and Bilgin, 2010) and mining (Singh et al., 2014; Sethu, 2017;
Khademian and Bagherpour, 2017) engineering. The method mainly
utilizes the instantaneous release of explosive energy to realize efficient
crushing of the rock mass. Blasting quality is of great importance for
improving productivity and reducing costs. In engineering practice,
compared with coupled charge blasting, decoupled charge blasting
avoids excessive crushing of rock around the borehole, controls rock
blasting fragmentation, and achieves rational utilization of blasting
energy (Liang et al., 2012). In decoupled charge blasting, the decou-
pling coefficient (Lei et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2015; Wang, 2017; Zhang,
2016; Wang and Li, 2010) and the filling medium (Wang et al., 2008;
Jiang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2007; Gorbachev and Semenova, 2000;
Zhong et al., 2011) are the two main factors affecting blasting effi-
ciency. To produce a better blasting effect, many researchers and field
engineers have focused on these two factors.

Lei et al. (2016) have conducted a contrast test using three charge
blasting groups with various shapes and different decoupling

coefficients, where the results showed that for a radial decoupling
coefficient of 1.5, a stress wave with low dominant frequency produced
the strongest stimulation effect; while the combined action of the
blasting gas and stress wave on the coal mass effectively increased the
volume fraction of the gas in the extraction boreholes by 2.0–3.4 times.
Gu et al. (2015) have summarized that a water-decoupled structure
effectively reduced the instantaneous energy of the blasting vibration to
produce a more average rock fragmentation and less harmful dust. In
addition, Gu et al. believed that a reasonable decoupling coefficient
should exist to help realize impedance matching of the explosive and
rock. Through laboratory model experiments and numerical simula-
tions, Wang (2017) showed that the decoupling coefficient has a sig-
nificant effect on the blast-induced cracking. For example, a decoupling
coefficient of 1.67 exhibited an optimal fracture effect of the slotted
cartridge; while the propagation velocity and the dynamic stress in-
tensity factor of the detonation primary crack exhibited a downward
and oscillating trend.

Using air or water as the filling medium, Wang and Li (2010) have
solved the equation of reflected waves in the detonation product and
the equation of shock waves in the test medium. In addition, they ob-
tained the initial parameters of shock waves in the medium around the
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charge. Wang et al. (2008) posited that a decoupled charge can greatly
reduce the crater size and ground oscillation. In particular, the water-
decoupled blast exhibits an advantage over the air-decoupled blast in
that it is more beneficial for the formation of a uniform rock frag-
mentation. In addition, Jiang et al. (2009) have used explicit dynamic
finite element simulations to analyze the stress attenuation law of de-
coupled charge blasting with air, water, or sand as the filling medium.

The current research has primarily used research methods that focus
on the effects of the decoupling coefficient and the filling medium in
decoupled charge blasting, in situ tests of rock blasting, and blasting
model experiments on concrete and other rock-like materials. While the
data collection of these methods is limited, the test results tend to have
large discrepancies and even be inconsistent with objective under-
standing owing to the anisotropism of rock and rock-like materials.
These large differences make it difficult to provide reliable data refer-
ences for theoretical analysis and numerical simulation. Therefore,
understanding of the decoupled charge blasting mechanism requires
more elaborate experimental support. In addition, the stress char-
acteristic at the borehole wall in decoupled charge blasting and the
stress attenuation rule still lacks adequate study.

In view of this, this paper adopts an experimental system of high-
speed digital image correlation (DIC) to carry out model experiments
that focus on the effects of the decoupling coefficient and the filling
medium on the stress evolution in decoupled charge blasting. In addi-
tion, owing to the extremely high temperatures and pressures present in
the borehole during blasting, there is still a lack of effective and ac-
curate measurement techniques to determine the stress at the borehole
wall. Herein, therefore, using the LS-DYNA finite element code, the
effects of the decoupling coefficient and the filling medium on the in-
itial pressure at the borehole wall in decoupled charge blasting are also
studied.

2. Blasting model experiment

2.1. Experimental system

The basic principle of the DIC method (Chu et al., 1985; Khoo et al.,
2016) comprises calculating the gray matrix of a digital speckle image
of a specimen before and after surface deformation, whereupon the
spatial position of the calculated point before and after deformation can
be tracked to obtain the displacement and strain information of the
specimen surface. After several decades of development, the algo-
rithmic precision of DIC has been greatly improved, and the technique
has been widely used in static and quasi-static experimental mechanics
(Saadati et al., 2018; Francesconi et al., 2018; Tariq et al., 2018). With
the development of high-speed photographic technology, DIC has gra-
dually been applied to dynamic experimental mechanics (Zhang and
Zhao, 2013; Xing et al., 2017; Xing et al., 2017; Zappa and
Hasheminejad, 2017) such as the drop-hammer and Split-Hopkinson
pressure bar. With the development of computing methods and soft-
ware, the accuracy and reliability of DIC have been greatly improved
(Zhang et al., 2012; Pan et al., 2009; Sutton, 2008). Combined with
high-speed camera technology, an experimental system of high-speed
DIC was established in this study (Fig. 1) and the DIC method was
extended to blasting research.

The main components of this experimental system comprised a
high-speed camera, a lighting system, and a synchronous control
system.

The high-speed camera (Kirana-5M, Specialised Imaging Inc., UK)
can achieve a shooting speed of 5×106 fps, which means the minimum
interval between two successive photos is as short as 200 ns. The
μCMOS sensor used in the camera enables high-speed acquisition
without degrading image resolution. The single shot image resolution is
924×768 pixels and the acquisition number is 180.

The lighting system (SI-AD500, Specialised Imaging Inc., UK) con-
sists of a controller and two flash devices. The controller was a four-

channel CU-500 controller that can control simultaneous and sequential
multichannel operation. The flash devices are FH-500 xenon lamps,
which can achieve 2ms lighting with a constant light intensity. This
system effectively satisfies the high-speed camera shooting-on-exposure
requirements.

The synchronous control system is designed and developed in-
house, and allows a starting sequence and a delay time of the detona-
tion, lighting and shooting, to achieve microsecond-level control.

For blasting research, a start trigger mode is used in the experi-
mental system. When the trigger signal is manually given, the lighting
system is initiated. After 50–100 μs, the intensity of the light field
reaches a steady value and the high-speed camera begins to acquire
images. At the same time, the explosive in the borehole is detonated by
the metal probe which is controlled by the synchronous control system.
This experimental workflow ensures that information regarding the
entire blasting process is effectively recorded by the high-speed camera
under stable exposure conditions.

2.2. Experimental design

For rock and rock-like materials, numerous random cracks are
generated around the borehole under blast loading, even for a relatively
small explosive dosage. The main purpose of the experiment herein was
to study the entire process of strain characteristics and stress evolution
in decoupled charge blasting, and thus it was necessary to avoid gen-
erating blast-induced cracks in the test specimens as much as possible.
For this reason, polycarbonate (PC), which is a kind of isotropic ma-
terial with good toughness, was chosen as the specimen material in-
stead of rock or rock-like materials. Lead azide (Pb(N3)2), with a low
detonation pressure, was used as the charge explosive, where a single-
hole charge of only 80mg was used and the charge was detonated by
the high-voltage discharge of metal probes. The relevant parameters of
PC and Pb(N3)2 are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2, the size of the PC specimen was
300× 300×5mm and the borehole was precut in the center of the
square face. A self-designed holder was used to fix the test specimen in
place, and the borehole was stemmed to prevent premature spillage of
the blasting gas. A black speckle was printed on the specimen surface by
ultraviolet plate-printing technology, where the speckle had a diameter
of 1.2mm, a density of 75%, an irregularity of 75%. The effects of the
decoupling coefficient were studied with seven charge structures with
different decoupling coefficients. As shown in Fig. 3, the charge dia-
meter was ΦE=2rE=4mm and the borehole diameter varied as
ΦB=4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16mm, whose corresponding decoupling
coefficients were α=1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5 and 4 (where α=1 denotes a
coupled charge). In addition, the effects of the filling medium were
studied with air or plasticine as the filling medium. In the experiments,
the decoupling coefficients of the test specimens filled with air (αA) or
plasticine (αP) were recorded to be 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5 and 4.

Fig. 1. Experimental system for high-speed digital image correlation.
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